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Everyone sees everyone  –
live and in real time

High quality 
video and audio

Easy and intuitive
to use

Live transcription  
and live translation

20, 50, 100, 200 or 
more participants
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alfaview® 
Performant & GDPR-compliant

200 or more videos simultaneously
With alfaview®, 20, 50, 100, 200 or more people per room can communicate 
simultaneously with video and audio - stably, in high picture quality, worldwide 
and in real time. For larger meetings and events, even more people can 

participate in spectator mode.

Stable – secure – GDPR-compliant

• alfaview® is GDPR-compliant and ISO 27001 certified

• all data centres have their registered office in Germany

• all data centres are ISO 27001 certified

• over 500 servers are in use for alfaview® exclusively

• data, data transport and server hard drives are encrypted according to 
current BSI (German Federal Office of Information Security) standards 
(TLS/AES256)

• audio & video streams are not stored

• alfaview® provides the DPA & TOM on the website

data centres used by alfaview®
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alfaview® 
Features at a glance
 

Screen sharing
Share either your entire screen or a specific section of your screen. alfaview® 
allows as many screen shares as you want at the same time.

Chat
Exchange information in writing with the other participants of your online 
meeting or event using the chat. In the personal chat, you can send short 
messages to individual persons.

Toolbox
Integrate your tools for collaborative work, e.g. a file sharing tool, a survey or 
voting tool or a web link to your company‘s intranet.

Whiteboard 
Develop content and visualisations on your virtual whiteboard together with 

your colleagues.

Second camera
Transmit two videos of one person at the same time with the second camera. 
In this way, you can visualise a physical whiteboard or a technical presentation 
on a large scale.

Moderator features
Assign moderator rights to any number of users. These users have additional 

features at their disposal to manage the meeting.

VIP
Moderators can highlight the person speaking by marking them with a VIP star. 
The video image of this person is then displayed larger. You can also highlight 
several people at the same time.

Personalised guest links
To invite specific people to your meeting, send them a personalised guest link. 
Your guests do not need their own alfaview® account.

Group links 
Invite as many participants as you like to your video conference. Set up a start 

time and an end time for the public guest link.

API
Integrate alfaview® easily into your existing corporate infrastructure with our API.
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alfaview® 
Features at a glance

Live transcription
People with hearing impairments participate in your accessible event. With our 
live transcription, the spoken word is recorded in real time in a separate sidebar. 
This transcript can be saved as a protocol and shared with the participants of 
the event. 

Support for screen reader apps
For people with visual impairments, alfaview® supports screen reader applications 
as well.

Live translation
With the help of the live translation into almost all languages of this world, people 
from different countries can participate in your event in their mother tongue.  

Simultaneous interpretation
With the simultaneous interpreting feature, you can have as many interpreters 
as you wish translate the spoken word live into the desired language - either 
directly or in relay. Sign language interpreters can be displayed as VIPs in a 
large tile.

Live transcription

Sign language interpreter

Speaker

Language selector for  the live 
translation  into over 100 languages
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You digital communication
 
alfaview® offers customised and scalable online conference rooms for your 
business meetings, live trainings and virtual events.

Breakout Rooms
You can use 50 parallel breakout rooms in each alfaview® room. This is the 
perfect place for small learning groups or matchmaking during your event. 
You can rename the breakout rooms individually according to your needs. 
For example, you can divide your alfaview® room into breakout rooms named   
„Controlling“, „Team meeting“ and „Coffee break“.
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Customised room structure
Recreate your company, university or event structure professionally with an 
individual room structure within your alfaview® company. Your virtual rooms 
might be, for example: a conference room, a secretary‘s office, a training room 
or a presentation room. The rooms are available to you around the clock, seven 
days a week.
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We usually gather in a single location of the globe to discuss several aspects 
of life all around our planet. As the pandemic made this impossible, alfaview® 
allowed us to successfully reverse our point of view, focussing on a specific 
instrument in space from all around the world instead.

Daniele Cerra 
Research Fellow, German Aerospace Center

In order to be able to conduct the national final JUGEND GRÜNDET 2020 online, 
we were looking for a GDPR-compliant video conferencing tool. We found it with 
alfaview®. And best of all, we didn‘t have to make any compromises in terms 
of performance. On the contrary, alfaview® performed extremely well in our 
comparison of numerous other providers.

Franziska Metzbaur
Project lead, JUGEND GRÜNDET

For the first time, we conducted our annual Bentley Global Sales Meeting 
entirely virtually with alfaview®. The result impressed the participants as well: 
the mix of interaction and presentation, show and reflection, information and 
entertainment flickered across the screens of more than 200 participants in 62 
countries worldwide. alfaview® was very user-friendly and easy to use for the 
participants of the event.

Kerstin Stotz
Communication & Event Coordinator, Bentley Innomed
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Success Stories
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